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Abstract: In the present time of IT ,PCs had turned 

into the vital piece of human life around the world; 

however sadly, these gadgets are poisonous to 

Environment because of material used to construct 

them and furthermore vitality utilization of these 

gadgets is high as their number is expanding step by 

step. Likewise it is not possible to decrease the use of 

computers because of its miracle advantages to 

humans but can be used optimistically. Along these 

lines, Green computing is a main requirement of the 

present world managing condition and vitality 

emergency. Green Computing is an investigation and 

routine with regards to utilizing registering asset 

proficiently which can diminish vitality utilization. 

The essential objective of green registering is to 

expand the vitality proficiency, advance 

biodegradability and recyclability of out-dated items 

additionally to let down the utilization of perilous 

material. Green registering resolutions are required to 

spare vitality for the earth as well as to diminish 

working charges. Green figuring required a 

productive overhaul of calculations and components 

to meet the eco-accommodating sought vitality 

effectiveness. In this paper, different vitality sparing 

green processing strategies are talked about. This 

paper additionally toss light on vitality sparing 

system of distributed computing as distributed 

computing has turned out to be one of the speediest 

rising innovation nowadays. This paper will control 

us to make some underlying green strides in the field 

of PC industry and better approaches to spare 

tremendous measure of vitality which is squandered 

each day on huge scale.  

keywords: - Green Computing, Environment, e-

waste, Cloud computing,  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Data Technology and environmentalism are the two 

most critical development of the previous decade. 

Despite the fact that the two subjects are regularly 

examined independently, yet the consistently 

expanding effect of data innovation can't be 

overlooked. Presently a day's PCs had turned into an 

indispensable piece of people for work, 

correspondence and amusement. Only PCs as well 

as the billion number of advanced cells, plasma, 

LED and keen Televisions had turned into the 

fundamental piece of living in this century. Advance 

in help of headway in innovation more up to date 

and speedier PCs as tablets, portable workstations 

and tablets are presented each day as organizations 

are in the race of market picks up and enhance their 

edges. Such an elegant imaging atmosphere of most 

current and speediest contraptions decidedly impacts 

states of mind towards the utilization of gadgets and 

making a safe house for poisonous waste. A current 

Mc Kinsey report assesses that IT, taken overall 

creates almost 1 gigaton of outflows for each year 

which accounts as 2 percent of that the aggregate 

worldwide discharge. The world's quickly 

expanding interest for calculation and information 

stockpiling will lead such discharges to increment to 

1.54 gigatons by the year 2020 and accounts 3 

percent of worldwide outflows, which is double the 

yield of United Kingdom today. By a few gauges 

the outflow related with IT will be more prominent 

than those related with aircraft industry in 2020. The 

Mc Kinsey consider additionally found that, by and 

large server use is just 6 percent. which implies 94 

percent of the time servers are sitting inactive and 

keep on drawing huge measures of energy. All the 

more most exceedingly bad is that a similar report 

found that about 30 percent of servers worldwide 

are not utilized at everything except rather they are 

on the grounds that framework managerial 

apprehensive of incidentally closing down an 

imperative business work. Essentially they leave 

servers hurrying to be on safe side. Although the 

step by step expanding interest for processing can't 
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be controlled, one must discover if there are 

approaches to convey registering more effective and 

earth well disposed way. 

2. PROBLEM AND ISSUES  

As we have examined above about a few reports 

which educate us concerning carbon emanations 

because of electronic gadgets which are nursery 

gasses and impact nature. Today the fabricates are get 

ready such gadgets which are more precise and 

proficient however these gadgets devour more 

vitality and develop exceptionally toxics gasses. 

Because of fast ascent in innovation issue of vitality 

emergencies and e-squander emerges.  

Crises 

Quickly expanding number of electronic gadget over 

globe is one of the fundamental driver of the vitality 

emergency. As we have talked about a report above 

which demonstrates that 94 percent of the time 

servers are sitting inactive and keep on drawing huge 

measures of energy which is an expansive misuse of 

vitality and furthermore same report demonstrates 

that 30 percent of server are not utilized but rather 

they are as yet continued. Number of expanding 

server farms is likewise a major issue as server farm 

servers devours 50 times progressively the vitality 

per square foot as that of office. Essentially the 

vitality is expended in Data focuses. A study report 

tells that vitality devoured by server farm in 

everywhere throughout the world will be multiplied 

in next couple of years.  

E-waste 

Electronic waste or E-Waste might be characterized 

as disposed of electronic gear, for example, PCs, 

TVs, cell phones, iceboxes and so forth. This 

incorporates all utilized hardware which have been 

discarded by their unique clients.  

Numerous dangerous mixes are utilized to 

manufacture them. Gadgets organizations particularly 

in PC utilize mercury, lead, cadmium and different 

toxics chemicals. It has been ascertained that amid 

assembling of PCs 4 to 8 pounds of lead is utilized 

alone. As indicated by an exploration report it is 

evaluated that two-fifth of all lead in arrive fills on 

the earth contributed by PCs and different gadgets 

alone. Because of this reason contamination is 

expanding quickly.  

Because of the issue of vitality emergency and 

contamination, the ways ought to be discovered 

which can spare nature and vitality wastage. New 

green advances ought to be acquired practices.  

3. GREEN COMPUTING  

Green Computing is an investigation and routine with 

regards to utilizing registering asset proficiently 

which can diminish vitality utilization. The essential 

objective of green figuring is to boost the vitality 

productivity, promote biodegradability and 

recyclability of out-dated items additionally to let 

down the utilization of risky material. It is study and 

practices that covers the registering lifecycle from 

support to grave. It begins from configuration to 

assembling at that point utilization of hardware and 

after that securely arranging off PCs, electronic 

gadgets proficiently and viably with unimportant or 

no effect on nature. Green innovation contains the 

investigation of cutting edge advances utilized as a 

part of everyday life and the investigation of new 

eco-accommodating strategies. Green advances 

worry to decrease the ecological effect of mechanical 

procedures alongside the development imaginative 

advances for better future. Fundamentally, green 

registering is about the effective utilization of PCs 

and figuring. The triple base thing is the thing that 

and why is imperative with regards to green and the 

same goes for green figuring. The figuring fabricated 

worldwide directly affects condition because of 

material used to construct them. Researchers around 

the globe are leading various investigations keeping 

in mind the end goal to lessen the negative effect of 

registering innovation on condition. A point of 

convergence of research is to test and apply the 

option non-risky materials in the items' assembling 

procedure. The thought is to make PCs life cycle 

from start to finish a green item. Some vitality and 

condition sparing measures are examined beneath. 

WASTAGE CONTROL METHODS FOR 

CLEAN ENVIRONMENT  
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PCs items for the most part contains carbon mixes 

which is the one of the principle issues of condition. 

Eco cordial principle issues is to diminish carbon 

impression which is characterized as discharge of 

nursery gasses delivered measured in units of CO2 – 

Carbon Dioxide. Gadgets in the wake of devouring 

power radiates carbon in condition which is in charge 

of nursery impact. Presently associations all through 

the globe have approached for these issues and had 

taken activities for green processing. Squandered 

electronic gadgets ought to be arranged in such a 

route in this way, to the point that it would not impact 

condition. To oversee e-wastage of electronic gadgets 

following enhancement can be successful.  

• Wasted PC equipment can be utilized as a 

part of instructive foundations for educating 

the understudies through exhibitions. This 

can help the understudies to altogether 

comprehension of them. 

• As batteries contains lead, carbon blend 

chemicals, and so forth., they are more 

perilous to condition. At every battery item, 

there is specifies about battery transfer. 

Along these lines, battery ought to be 

arranged without dirtying condition.  

• Energy-escalated assembling of PC parts 

can be limited by making fabricating process 

more vitality productive.  

• New inquire about started ought to be taken 

to use this squandered equipment in 

Nanotechnology that requires modest parts. 

The fundamental advantage of it is to ideal 

use of harmed disappointment equipment 

that will make less damage to condition and 

on the opposite side the odds of new 

innovation develop that will help to the 

world.  

• Wear out of equipment items is normal 

process however upgrade utilization of them 

may expand life time 

• Petroleum-filled plastics ought to be 

supplanted by bioplastics-plant based 

polymers—which requires less vitality and 

oil to deliver in concerning conventional 

plastics. Test of keeping these bioplastic 

PCs cool with the goal that hardware won't 

soften them is a deterrent in exhibit.  

• Toxic materials can be supplanted by less                

poisonous material, for example, lead can be 

supplanted by silver and copper. This leads the 

reusing procedure as an exceptionally compelling 

procedure yet it is costly at show.  

• Devices life can be stretched out by 

updating and repairing it with time which 

can control the landfills.  

4. ENERGY CONSERVING STRATEGIES  

Utilize Renewable Energy Sources  

For the most part server farms utilize generator to 

give reinforcement control which emanates CO2 and 

furthermore GHGs. Rather than utilizing non-

inexhaustible sources like oil based commodities, 

sustainable power sources, for example, hydro 

vitality, wind vitality, sun powered vitality ought to 

be utilized to produce power for satisfying the power 

prerequisite and cooling necessity of server farms 

which will spare vitality and condition frame 

contamination.  

Less CPU Power Dissipation  

Processor required electrical vitality in type of 

charging for its operation, for cooling of transistors, 

for its exchanging gadgets and various chips. It 

likewise disperses the vitality in surroundings as 

warmth. By adjusting free cooling this power 

dispersal can be diminished.  

Utilizing Energy Efficient Storage  

Vitality effective capacity ought to be utilized as a 

part of server farm. As the life time of a server farm 

is constrained up to 9 to 10 years so strong state 

stockpiling and other refreshed productive 

stockpiling gadgets ought to be utilized. As strong 

state stockpiling has no moving mechanical part as 

hard plate drive because of which it requires less 

cooling when contrasted with hard circle drive and 

had less vitality necessity for cooling.  

Server Consolidation  
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One physical server utilizes just under 10% of 

aggregate CPU usage at generally time. In this way, it 

is smarter to use it by solidifying a few parts in a 

solitary physical server. This abatement the vitality 

utilization.  

Utilizing Energy Saving for Computer 

Architecture  

Set of substantial quantities of PCs are composed in 

distributed computing. cloud comprises of numerous 

processors which are generally autonomous 

processors of various sort. In these frameworks for 

the most part utilized processors can be utilized as the 

principle control unit and other extraordinary reason 

processors as the quickening unit. It gives an 

effective vitality utilization proportion. David 

Andersen, Carnegei  Mellon University, proposed a 

group framework with low power utilization capacity 

named as Fast Array and Wimpy Nodes (FAWN), for 

extensive scale information concentrated applications  

Vitality Saving Strategy of Network Environment  

by applying some energy management strategy a 

quite good result can be obtained. The main focus is 

on the energy management in network protocols and 

algorithm as large number of algorithms and network 

protocols do not meet energy saving requirements. 

Like TCP, CSMA/CA, CSMA/CD. Datalink adaptive 

methods adjust data rate of links with respect to 

traffic requirements dynamically. Another way is to 

keep the idle components to sleep mode. At the same 

time the remaining active elements should still satisfy 

the fluctuating requirements. 

5. CONCLUSION  

Green processing is must need innovation to spare 

the earth. It had now turned into the issues considered 

by the majority of the associations and makes. Step 

by step increment in number of gadgets made 

necessary to think toward green figuring, because of 

the impact of them on condition. Equipment planners 

should endeavor to utilize eco-accommodating 

material in equipment segments. Green registering 

standard can be executed just if every one of the 

general population in world utilizing PC, for 

example, understudies, representatives, associations, 

makes know about green processing and its 

belongings. 
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Abstract— Most importantly as regards this paper we will 

discuss the issue of staff attendance. Biometric technology 

that involves the identification and verification of individuals 

by analyzing the human body characteristics. These 

characteristics include fingerprints used to identify human 

characteristics and to verify identity. Either  fingerprint, face, 

iris, palm can be used to mark the attendance .These 

biometrics or characteristics are tightly connected to an 

individual which cannot be forgotten, shared, stolen or easily 

hacked .The main aim of this paper is to develop a 100% 

accurate, fast and very efficient automatic attendance system 

using fingerprint verification technique. The ability to 

compute the attendance percentage becomes a major task as 

manual computation produces errors, and also wastes a lot of 

time. Therefore an efficient attendance management system 

using biometrics is designed. This system takes attendance 

and the current date and time electronically with the help of a 

finger print device and the records of the attendance are 

stored in a database. Attendance is marked after employee 

identification. Biometric time attendance system used to track 

each and every person coming to your work place is actually 

who he/she claims to be or not with its time and other 

details. It uses fingerprint recognition system to verify 

person's identity and record its time-in and time-out with all 

required details. 

 

Keywords: Database, Fingerprint, Attendance, Biometric 

technology, staff attendance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

        Punctuality of employees is very essential for the 

growth of an organization. An automatic attendance 

management system using biometrics is a software 

developed for daily employee attendance in 

organizations. It facilitates access to the attendance of a 

particular employee in a particular department with a 

particular time. This system will also help in automatic 

generating reports and evaluating the attendance 

eligibility of an employee. Rather than signing an 

attendance sheet, individuals will pass their thumb over 

the fingerprint scanner, the finger print is compared 

against a list of pre-registered users, and once a match is 

made, the individual will be registered as having 

attended that particular day as many times he/she 

login/logout. Today, biometric is being spotlighted as the 

authentication method because of the need for reliable 

security. At present time almost every sector attendance 

has biometric recorded. Thus, it is very well accepted in 

 

 
 

the government and also in the private sectors for better 

security.  

            

 

Why Biometric Attendance System Is Required? 

Biometric Attendance System plays a vital role in 

keeping the correct records of the      employee attendance 

. The management of attendance of the employees is a 

complex but necessary task, since the presence of officials 

in offices directly impacts on organization performance 

and efficiency.  Biometric details of the employee can be 

used to mark the attendance . There are various 

attendance machines available depending upon the 

requirements.  These attendance machines will be directly 

integrated with payroll software to calculate the salary of 

the employees.  You can generate different reports 

depending upon the requirements like total IN duration, 

OUT duration, total working hours in the organization for 

the complete month.  How many days an employee goes 

early from and for how many hours.  Similarly late 

coming duration can also be calculated and number of 

days of late coming can be found. Government of India 

employs several thousand officials working across 

Ministries, Departments and various organizations under 

itself. Traditionally, attendance has been managed 

through registers where officials mark their attendance 

upon arrival in office. However, supervision of this 

system is difficult and is also liable to incorrect 

information being entered into the system. Late arrival 

and early departure of employees is a common occurrence 

across organizations. This creates a situation where the 

sincere and punctual employees feel discouraged. 

 
 

Biometric Attendance System 

Gurbaj kaur 

http://ampletrails.com/biometric-attendance-system/e-learning-blog
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How It Works (Processing) 

 
 

1. Attendance Request originated from the system to a 

centralized attendance server with fingerprint, User 

ID. Centralized Attendance Server 

2.   Aadhar mapped against the ID and fingerprint, sent 

to the Aadhaar Authentication Server 

3. Authentication response received on the centralized 

attendance server. On valid authentication, 

attendance record stored on the server. 

4. Client Response from the attendance server 

(Success/Failed) 

 

II. Requirement Equipment 

Hardware 

  Fingerprint Scanner :-  Fingerprint scanner which 

captures the image and houses the database, runs the 

comparison algorithm and convert people's fingerprints 

into digital codes or numerical data that can be recorded 

in a database and matches an individual's code against 

an existing database of codes in order to confirm that 

individual's identity. 

          Software 

The software architecture consists of: the database 

and the application program Database: 

Database: A database that stores the biometric data for 

comparison. To prevent identity theft, biometric data is 

usually encrypted when it's catches and stored. . The 

database consists of tables that stores records 

implemented in SQLite database. However, this can be 

migrated to any other relational database of choice. 

SQLite is fast and easy, it can store a very large record 

and requires little configuration. 

Application Program Database: Application 

Programs that converts the scanned information into 

digital form and compares match points. The database 

value is compared with the biometric input the end 

user has entered into the scanner and authentication is 

either approved or denied A software application is 

used to identify specific points of data as match 

points. The match points in the database are processed 

using an algorithm that translates that information into 

a numeric value.  

Network  

The fingerprint device is connected to the LAN 

continuously for automatic Updates to the server 

application.  

 

        III Features of Biometric System 

i) This Biometric Attendance System is based on 

Aadhaar Authentication (Fingerprint/Iris Based 

Authentication). 

ii) It is an attendance system with real time 

monitoring 

iii) The system has comprehensive MIS 

(Management information system) 

iv) Time taken to Record Attendance is as low as 1-2 

Seconds on Wi-Fi and 8-11 Seconds on GPRS 

(SIM) On-boarding Manual for Biometric 

Attendance System| 

v) System is tightly integrated with the 

communication channel of SMS. A user gets 

SMS’s from the systems at various levels like 

after registration system. 

vi) The System has an in-built leave management 

system wherein an employee can be marked “on 

leave so that the system recognizes him/her as on 

leave and does not send a late attendance SMS. 

 

IV Constraints 

 

•Dependency on Availability of  net Connection . 

   •Users Aadhaar number should be registered. 

 

V Conclusion 

We      We have presented a fingerprint-based attendance management 

system. The developed system is an embedded system that is 

part of a fingerprint recognition/authentication system. 

Templates are matched during both registration and 

verification processes.  The developed system is very helpful in 

saving valuable time of employees and admin, paper and 

generating report at required time. The system can record the 

clock in and clock out time of students and workers in a very 

convenient manner using their fingerprint to prevent 

impersonation and reduce level of absence. Also, it reduces 

most of the administrative jobs and minimizes human errors, 

avoids proxy punching, eliminates time-related disputes and 

helps to update and maintain attendance record. 
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Abstract-: The need to discover new methods 

for remote correspondence which is quick, 

dependable and mistake free, tend one germen 

material science, Dr. Harald Haas that is say this 

contention "information through brightening" 

that acquainted a procedure with adapt up to this 

issue by sending information through a LED 

light that differs in force much speedier than the 

human eye can take after. Keep an eye on the 

contributing the "Li-Fi", or "Light Fidelity". Li-

Fi is essentially the subset of unmistakable Light 

Communication (VLC), utilizes LED globules 

as problem areas and gives higher information 

rates than Wi-Fi. It's a similar thought band 

behind infrared remote controls yet significantly 

more effective. Li-Fi  is the term some have 

used to mark the quick and shoddy remote 

Communication framework, which is the optical 

form of Wi-Fi. 

Keywords :- Li-Fi, VLC, LED, Wi-fi. 

Introduction-: Everybody is intrigued to 

utilize remote information however the limit is 

going down. Remote radio frequencies are 

getting higher, complexities are expanding and 

RF impedances keep on growing. Keeping in 

mind the end goal to beat this issue in future, 

light –fidelity (Li-Fi) innovation appeared since 

2011. Li-Fi is a remote correspondence 

framework in which light is utilized as a 

transporter motion rather than customary radio 

recurrence as in Wi-Fi.  

                                                    

 

 Li-Fi is an innovation that utilizations light 

transmitting diodes to transmit information 

remotely. Obvious light correspondence (VLC) 

utilizes quick beats of light to transmit data 

remotely that can't be recognized by human eye. 

This paper will concentrate on Li-Fi innovation 

over Wi-Fi innovation and difficulties for the 

new VLC innovation. 

Working of Li-F- Technology-: Another 

time of extensive brilliance light-radiating 

diodes shapes the center some portion of li fi 

innovation. The rationale is so straightforward as 

takes after If the LED light is on, an advanced 1 

is transmitted. In the event that the LED light is 

off, an advanced 0 is transmitted. These vast 

shine LED's lights can be turned on and off 

rapidly which gives us an exceptionally pleasant 

shot for transmitting information through light. 
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    The information can be encoded in the light 

by differing the flashing rate at which the LEDs 

glint on and off to generate distinctive series of 

1s and 0s.The LED force is regulated so quickly 

that human eye can't see, so the light of the LED 

seems consistent to people Light-producing 

diodes can be turned on and off speedier than the 

human eye can distinguish, making the light 

source seem, by all accounts, to be on 

constantly, despite the fact that it is in truth 

'glinting'. The on-off movement of the globule 

which is by all accounts undetectable empowers 

information transmission utilizing paired codes: 

exchanging on a LED is a sensible '1', turning it 

off is a legitimate '0'. By shifting the rate at 

which the LEDs glint on and off, data can be 

encoded in the light to different combinations of 

0s. This technique for utilizing fast beats of light 

to transmit data remotely is  

infact alluded to as Visible Light 

Communication (VLC), however it is 

prevalently called as Li-Fi in light of the fact 

that it can contend with its radio-based adversary 

Wi- Fi. 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison Between Li- & Wi 

Technology 

                                                

 

Applications of Li-fi Technology-: The 

sensational development in the utilization of 

LED's (Light Emitting Diodes) for lighting gives 

the chance to consolidate Li-Fi innovation into a 

plenty of LED conditions. Li-Fi is especially 

appropriate for some famous web "content 

Factors Li-Fi Wi-Fi 

1 Capacity Light has 

10000 times 

more extensive 

data transfer 

capacity than 

radio waves  

Radio waves 

form only a 

small fraction 

2 

Efficiency 

Data 

transmission 

utilizing Li-Fi 

is exceptionally 

modest. Driven 

lights expend 

less vitality and 

are very 

effective. 

 

There are 1.4 

million cell 

radio base 

stations that 

devour gigantic 

measure of 

vitality. 

3 

Availability  

The use of 

mobile phones 

in aero planes 

and at places 

like 

petrochemical 

plants and 

petrol pumps. 

Radio Waves is 

not prudent to 

utilize cell 

phones in aero 

planes and at 

spots like 

petrochemical 

plants and 

petroleum 

pumps 

4 Security: Radio waves 

can penetrate 

through walls. 

Radio waves 

can infiltrate 

through 

dividers. They 

can be blocked. 

This causes a 

significant 

security worry 

for Wi-Fi 
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utilization" applications for example, video and 

sound downloads, live spilling, and so forth. 

These applications put substantial requests on 

the downlink data transmission, however require 

insignificant uplink limit. Along these lines, 

most of the web movement is off-stacked from 

existing RF channels, accordingly likewise 

expanding cell and Wi-Fi limits. 

Aircrafts:- Airline Wi-Fi Nothing says hostage 

group of onlookers like paying for the 

"administration" of dial-up speed Wi-Fi on the 

plane. The best I have heard so far is that 

travelers will be offered a "fast like" association 

on a few aircrafts. Joined is anticipating speeds 

as high as 9.8 Mbps per plane. Li-Fi could 

without much of a stretch present that kind of 

speed to each seat's lamp.  

Range Relief:- With the expansion of mobile 

phone clients, the accessible data transmission is 

lacking and can prompt over stacked condition. 

This issue can be comprehended by Li-Fi which 

utilizes the noticeable range for correspondence.  

Portable Connectivity:- Different gadgets, 

for example, Laptops, Mobile Telephones, 

Tablets and different gadgets can be 

interconnected specifically by utilizing Li-Fi. It 

gives high information rates and furthermore 

give security.  

Dangerous Environments:- Li-Fi is a 

protected option when contrasted with radio 

waves as in radio waves the electromagnetic 

obstruction happens in situations, for example, 

mines and petrochemical plants. Submerged 

Communication To utilize radio recurrence in 

submerged correspondence can be unrealistic 

due to solid flag ingestion in water. Li-Fi gives 

an undue favorable position for this situation 

Works of Li-Fi technology in future:- 
Future can be imagined having light as 

transmitting medium to our portable 

workstations, advanced cells and tablets. What's 

more, security wouldn't be snapped if the gadget 

can't get to the information. Li-Fi has been in the 

news a bit as of late, with late tests yielding wild 

guarantees of immeasurably enhanced remote 

association speeds and a conclusion to web 

activity clog. New Startup Company from 

Talinn, called Velmenni, as of late directed a 

commonsense trial of Li-Fi innovation in a 

working office. It attained internet connection 

speeds of up to 1Gbps - that's 100 times faster 

than bog standard Wi-Fi. Meanwhile, in 

laboratory conditions, it's been established that 

Li-Fi could theoretically reach speeds of up to 

224Gbps. 

Conclusion-: There are a plenty of conceivable 

outcomes to be gouged upon in this field of 

innovation. In the event that this innovation 

turns out to be reasonably advertised then every 

globule can be utilized practically equivalent to 

a Wi-Fi hotspot to transmit information 

remotely. By uprightness of this we can improve 

to a greener, cleaner, more secure and a brilliant 

future. The idea of Li-Fi is drawing in a 

considerable measure of eye-balls since it offers 

a veritable and extremely proficient contrasting 

option to radio based remote. It has a brilliant 

opportunity to supplant the customary Wi-Fi 

since as a continually expanding populace is 

utilizing remote web, the wireless transmissions 

are ending up plainly progressively obstructed, 

making it more hard to get a dependable, fast 

flag. This idea guarantees to illuminate issues, 

for example, the deficiency of radio-recurrence 

data transmission and boot out the 

inconveniences of Wi-Fi. Li-Fi is the up and 

coming and on developing innovation going 

about as skillful for different other creating 

what's more, as of now developed advancements 
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Abstract— 3D Morphable Models (3DMMs) are dominant 

statistical models of 3D facial shape and texture, and 

among the high-tech methods for reconstructing facial 

shape from single images. With the start of new 3D 

sensors, many 3D facial datasets have been collected 

containing both neutral as well as expressive faces. A new 

method has introduced that automates the construction of 

3DMMs and enables them to incorporate a wider spectrum 

of humanity. LSFM is the powerful 3D Morph able Model 

(3DMM) of facial shapes ever constructed, based on a 

dataset of around 10,000 distinct facial identities from a 

huge range of gender, age and ethnicity combinations. This 

model has been built using an especially-designed, fully 

automated system that accurately establishes dense 

correspondences among 3D facial scans and is robust to 

the large shape variability exhibited in human faces.  
 

Keywords— Morphology , LSFM,  3DMM  

I. Introduction 

Human face analysis has become a popular research 

topic in computer vision. One of the tasks required by 

many applications is to perform face reconstruction from 

the input image. Many models have been proposed for 

this purpose. These models can be classified into two 

Groups 2D face models [12] and 3D faces models. 3D 

face models are a powerful tool used for a variety of 

applications in computer vision, face analysis, and face 

recognition, as well as in computer graphics and 

animation. 3D-based models is that 3D shape does not 

change under different viewpoints.[10] 3D Morphable 

Models (3DMMs) are powerful 3D statistical models of 

the shape and texture of the human face. 3D Morphable 

Models are used for face analysis because the intrinsic 

properties of 3D faces provide a representation that is 

immune to intra-personal variations such as pose and 

illumination. [9] A 3DMM used in an analysis-by 

synthesis framework was shown to be capable of 

inferring a full 3D facial surface from a single image of a 

person. 3DMMs have since been widely applied in 

numerous areas in computer vision, human behavioral 

analysis, computer graphics, and craniofacial surgery. A 

new method that automates the construction of 3DMMs 

and enables them to incorporate a wider spectrum of 

humanity. The LSFM much more accurately represented 

faces. 

 

II. 3D Face model 

Each of our face models is created from a set of 3D face 

scans. Each scan is in the form of a graph, where the 

vertices are locations on the surface of the face, and the 

edges connect the vertices to form a triangulated mesh. 

Each vertex also has a colour; hence the vertices define 

both the shape and the texture of a face. Each face is 

registered to a standard mesh, so that each vertex has the 

same location on any registered face. [11] 

          
3 D face scan [5] 

The model has two components: (i) a mesh consisting of 

the mean face, and (ii) two matrices, one each for shape 

and texture that describe the various modes of variations 

from the mean. The number of modes of variation 

depends on the size of the mesh, and also is different for 

shape and texture. Hence the appearance of a given face 

can be summarized by a set of coefficients that describe 

how much there is of each mode of variation. [13] 

 

III. 3D Morphable Model 

3D morphable model (3DMM) [1]  is  a statistical model 

for 

face reconstruction, and is represented by its shape and 

texture: the shape is captured as vertices in three 

dimensions and the texture of the face is conveyed by the 

mailto:Deepika.bhikhi@gmail.com
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11263-017-1009-7
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11263-017-1009-7
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colour information of the polygonal patches created by 

the triplets of neighboring vertices. A 3DMM is 

constructed by performing some form of dimensionality 

reduction, typically Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA), on a training set of facial meshes. This is feasible 

if and only if each mesh is first re-parameterized into a 

consistent form where the number of vertices, the 

triangulation, and the anatomical meaning of each vertex 

are made consistent across all meshes. Meshes satisfying 

the above properties are said to be in dense 

correspondence with one another. Whilst this 

correspondence problem is easy to state, it is challenging 

to solve accurately and robustly between highly  variable 

facial   meshes. Once   built, 3DMMs   provide two 

functions.   Firstly,3DMMs  are powerful  priors  on  3D 

face  shape[5] that can  be leveraged in fitting   

algorithms to  reconstruct  accurate  and complete 3D 

representations of faces from data-deficient sources like 

in-the-wild 2D images or noisy 3D depth scan data. 

Secondly, 3 DMMs  provide a  mechanism to encode 

any  3D face  in a  low dimensional feature  space, a 

compact representation  that  makes  tractable many 3D 

facial analysis problems. 

 

Morphable model construction 
 

The process of constructing a morphable model is 

divided 

into three stages:  

1. Establishing a dense correspondence, 

2. Shape alignment  

 3. Statistical modeling.  

 

 
Several faces randomly produced by the new 

3D morphable model [1] 

                

 3DMM Construction 

 

The input to a 3DMM construction algorithm is a set 

of kk meshes {M1,M2,…,Mk}{M1,M2,…,Mk}.[2]Each 

input mesh has its own number of vertices and triangles, 

and a particular ordering to its topology. The 

construction of a 3DMM happens in two distinct stages. 

First, a state of dense correspondence needs to be 

established between the training set meshes. Following 

this, a statistical analysis step on the corresponding 

meshes yields linear models of shape and texture. Once 

built, 3DMMs provide two functions. Firstly, 3DMMs 

are powerful priors on 3D face shape and texture that can 

be leveraged in fitting algorithms to reconstruct accurate 

and complete 3D representations of faces from data 

deficient sources. Secondly, 3DMMs provide a 

mechanism to encode any 3D face in a low dimensional 

feature space, a compact representation that makes 

tractable many 3D facial analysis problems. 

 

IV. Large Scale Facial Model -LSFM 

Large Scale Facial Model (LSFM) is  an automatic 

pipeline for constructing 3D Morphable Models from 

large collections of facial meshes LSFM is the largest-

scale 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) of facial shapes[6] 

ever constructed, based on a dataset of around 10,000 

distinct facial identities from a huge range of gender, age 

and ethnicity combinations. This model has been built 

using an especially-designed, fully automated system 

that accurately establishes dense correspondences among 

3D facial scans and is robust to the large shape [8] 

variability exhibited in human faces. LSFM includes not 

only a global 3DMM model but also models tailored for 

specific age, gender or ethnicity groups. This was made 

possible thanks to the extremely rich demographic 

information that the used dataset has LSFM is built from 

two orders of magnitude more identity variation than 

current state-of-the-art models. James Booth, a computer 

scientist at Imperial College London (ICL), and 

colleagues has developed a new method that automates 

the construction of 3DMMs and enables them to 

incorporate a wider spectrum of humanity. [4] 

LSFM  Mythology 

 The method has three main steps:- 

1. An algorithm automatically landmarks facial scans        

labeling the tip of the nose and other points. 

2. Another algorithm lines up all the scans according to    

their landmarks and combines them into a model. 

3. An algorithm detects and removes bad scans. [7] 

LSFM is really a big contribution which shows how to 

fully automate [8] the process of facial model. 

 

V. Conclusion 

The LSFM much more accurately represented faces a 

new method that automates the construction of 3DMMs 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11263-017-1009-7
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and enables them to incorporate a wider range of 

humanity. The LSFM may soon have medical 

applications, too. If someone has lost a nose, the 

technology could help plastic surgeons determine how a 

new one should look, given the rest of the face. Facial 

scans have also been used to identify possible genetic 

diseases such as Williams’s syndrome, a condition 

associated with heart problems, developmental delays, 

and facial features such as a short nose and wide mouth. 

A better model of faces and their variation could 

enhance the sensitivity of such tests. The method could 

be used to view what a criminal suspect caught on 

camera would look like from a different angle, or 20 

years older. One could also flesh out and animate 

historical figures from portraits. One next step is to 

include facial expressions in the models, which would 

allow for recognition of faces in any form of grimace. 
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Abstract: - Wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a 

number of sensor nodes with the capability of sensing, 

computation, and wireless communications. The WSN 

technologies are implementing in agriculture for 

controlling and monitoring the environmental parameter 

and soil parameter in farming. The WSN system utilize as 

a part of farming for few reasons like gives high 

performance, increase the production of the land, low-

power consumption and gather distributed data. By using 

WSN, productive planning of any system in agriculture 

gives the highest return for the least amount of harvest.  

 

Keywords: - WSN, PA, AI, EC 

 

1. Introduction 
1.1 Wireless Sensor Network 

WSN comprise of a number of small nodes deployed in the 

area of interest to monitor different types of parameters. Each 

node is well equipped with different sensors to sense data, a 

power supply, ability of wireless communication and the 

capability of data processing [1]. Sensor nodes sense data in 

area and after collect data send to the base station by using 

direct communication method and by using clustering method 

[2]. WSN used in many applications like environment, health, 

military, home, disaster relief, and in many commercial areas 

to monitor habitat surveillance.  

 

 

 

                                                                              
                                                                                     

                              Gateway                                             

                                                                                         User 

                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              sensor nodes 

                                                                                        

                                                                                

                                                                                   area 

 

Figure 1.1 Wireless Sensor Network architecture  

WSN applications divided into two categories are event-

driven applications used to detect the occurrence of some 

events and query-driven applications used to get sensor data 

information in edited form to reduce the energy consumption 

and communication cost, because sensor    
 
1.2 Agriculture with WSN 

 

WSN plays an important part in agriculture. By WSN, it 

would be possible to monitor and control the environmental 

conditions [3] in a large farm to obtain maximum productivity 

from the farm [2].  Sensor nodes measure all the parameters as 

soil moisture, soil temperature, soil humidity, air temperature, 

air pressure, air speed, pH, turbidity, nutrients, salinity level, 

and duration of sunshine per day, required water quantity [4]. 

After measure all the data, the sensor nodes send data to the 

base station via gateway [3]. These data can be stored in 

database from where the farmer uses these data through 

internet to make decision about irrigation, fertilize field etc. 

By using this procedure, a farmer exactly know when one can 

do fertilize, irrigate and pesticides to the field. 

In this paper, we present a survey on agriculture by using 

WSN. Our aim is to provide a better understanding of the 

current research issues in this emerging field. The remainder 

of the paper organized as follows: We discuss different 

protocol and software in literature review that developed to 

increase the productivity of the field and next comparison by 

considering different parameters. We then conclude our paper. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

Peng Xiaohong et al., 2009 [5] describe the design of WSN 

which consists of sensor node cluster coordinator node and 

irrigation controller nodes. Humidity sensor node sense soil 

moisture and send data to coordinator node. The coordinator 

node receive information, a fuzzy controller embedded in the 

coordinator node takes the soil moisture error and error 

change rate according to soil moisture through fuzzy 

inference, fuzzy judge and water demand of crops in order to 

decide whether or not deliver water to the field and how long 

irrigation time is. Thus, a closed loop irrigation system is 

implementing to save water irrigation to crops. 

 

Vasif Ahmed et al., 2011 [6] describe the development of 

innovative low cost cell phone based remote control system 

for irrigation in which data transmit between micro controller 

system and system cell phone by using Bluetooth technology 

Sink 

Internet 

mailto:SandeepKaur7594@gmail.com
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when power supply interrupted. The developed algorithm 

involving Lithum cell for completed pump water on 

restoration of normal power supply conditions. The system 

provides security from unauthorized use within its Bluetooth 

range and unique Bluetooth address in BT-SPA configuration 

and identification number by microcontroller system. If there 

is any problem in the system, the microcontroller send 

message through miscall and according to user requirements 

number of miscalls can be increased or decreased and when 

temperature goes to above at the limit, the signal is send to 

switch off pump along with miscalls of that duration to user 

cell phone to indicate probable fault tolerance. 

 

Joao Carlos Giacomin et al., 2007 [7] proposed a distributed 

measuring system to obtain water content in agriculture by 

measuring the attenuation of communication radio signal of 

WSN to estimate the water content of crop. A mathematical 

model of radio wave propagation is developing through the 

vegetation to estimate water content. To estimate water 

content of the soil vegetation measured in all sensor nodes by 

passing radio signal. To obtain meaningful value of 

attenuation a series of RSS measurement takes in each 

propagation way. The multipath electromagnetic wave 

propagation model showed satisfactory for data measure in 

cornfield. 

 

S. Vijayakumar et al., 2011 [8] proposed real development of 

WSN based crop monitoring which is designed and 

implemented to achieve Precision Agriculture (PA) by 

determining the water sprinkler during the time of shortage 

water for increasing the rice production by automated control 

of water sprinkling. Field sprinkled based on soil moisture 

value of soil moisture sensor. The value of Ph sensor is send 

to base station and base station further send information to the 

farmer via SMS using GSM modem. The farmer select 

necessary fertilizer and crop for next season based on soil pH 

value that obtained on his mobile send by the base station. 

 

Newell R. Kitchen 2007 [9] describes the special issues of the 

PA that the value of the PA information increased when data 

collection, data processing and management actions are 

integrated. PA system designed to achieve the conservation 

and other environmental factor. The user of precision 

agriculture wants to the science and technology but they do 

not want to know the internal detail of the system. They 

describe that time and money resources are spent to collect the 

accurate information for decision making, but if the collected 

information is not accurate then negative feedback occur and 

wrong results coming which gives the financial lose that have 

a great impact on the crop. For managing crop or for better 

production firstly managing soil in agriculture is a great 

challenge. PA system include conservation measures for 

environmental beneficial. For PA information should be real 

time, on sensor based and in packaged form, so that the 

manager uses that information for better decision 

conformation. For PA, water control measures to Automated 

Irrigation (AI) are also necessary. By using weather, 

application efficiency greatly increased and cost reduced. 

 

Stefanos A.Nikolidakis et al., 2013 [10] proposed a protocol 

ECHERP (Equalized Cluster Head Election Routing Protocol) 

choose the node80s as cluster head based on current and 

future estimated residual energy of the nodes along with the 

number of rounds that they can be cluster head. Thus, choose 

the cluster head which nodes have minimum energy to 

increase the network lifetime. Simulation results show that 

ECHERP perform better than LEACH and PEGASIS 

protocols. 

 

Katsalis Kontantinos et al., 2007 [11] propose a WSN based 

topology design to measure the Electrical Conductivity (EC) 

of the field instead of the classic network grid implementation. 

After measuring different parameters like organic matter, the 

level of saline and water level in the field, detailed 

management field map should be produce to manage the field 

in different way. These maps works as a estimated criterion on 

which the topology design should pass from the grid 

implementation to a more sophisticated diagram. They also 

describe how EC influence to design to build WSN topology. 

EC is a measurement of the presence of salts, organic, matter 

and constitution of soil in sand, clay with which electric 

current goes through the soil. The measurement of the EC 

mainly influenced by humidity because every time the 

humidity level change within the field network should not be 

redesigned because this change occur in the whole farm and 

management zone reside same. So network diagram not 

affected. Simulation results show that latency is decreased and 

throughput, success rate and loose rate is increased. 

 

Akshay C. et al., 2012 [12] presents a production based 

system which sense, monitor and control the temperature, 

humidity and irrigation in the greenhouse from remote 

locations to increase production efficiency and profitability. 

HSM 20 G-humidity sensors used to measure temperature and 

humidity. To display the data at user end LABVIEW software 

had used. Precision greenhouse management approach is 

essential for remote crop monitoring and control using WSN 

technology. 

 

J.A.Ferre et al., 2010 [13] represents an event based system 

that perform better than time based control system. Using an 

event based system when an event trigger data can be 

transmitted to the server wirelessly only when a change occur 

in the signal. By doing so it can reduce the battery 

consumption and number of packets that increased the 

batteries lifetime using event based algorithm. 

 

Zhang Wei et al., 2011 [14] describe the design of fuzzy 

decision-making method of irrigation amount based on 

evapotranspiration and soil water potential. Crop 
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evapotranspiration describe micro metrological conditions and 

crop type and soil water potential indicate soil water status. 

Both are the input variable of fuzzy controller for decision 

making to calculate the amount of irrigation. 

 

3. Comparison 
 

 Sensor Soil 

moistu

re 

Temp

erate 

Hum

idity 

Air 

temp 

pH Light 

Intensity 

Weed 

detection 

Solar 

radiation 

rain

fall 

Wind 

speed 

Wind 

direction 

[5] SHT11 Yes No No No No No No No No No No 

[14] Soil water 

potential 

No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No Yes Yes 

[6] DS1307/ 

DS18S20 

No Yes No No No No No No No No No 

[8] Soil moisture, 

soil pH 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No No 

[12] HSN 20G No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No 

[13] ES1100eko/E

S1110eko/ 

ES1201eko 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No No 

 

4. Conclusion 
 
The use of wireless sensor network in agriculture gives high 

return value of crops at least cost. Energy is the main issue in 

the field of WSN. Therefore, various energy efficient routing 

protocols are use to manage energy as ECHERP. In the field 

of agriculture, WSN provides real time monitoring and control 

of environmental and soil parameters, collects data, and 

provides results to the farmer via internet or on mobile phone 

by SMS. Thus, the farmer exactly knows whether a field 

required water, pesticide and fertilizes. Thus, a farmer saves 

time, money and water resources. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Management of resources has a wide expression 

for an organization because it includes the 

proficient development of resources whether 

human resources, financial resources, 

operational/production resources or IT 

(information Resources). This article reveals the 

changes that IT made in Indian Banking. It makes 

easy to reach and also the communication between 

bank & customer from anywhere at any time. 

Bank offers 24hr services & stay connected to 

their customer through internet. This paper 

providing the information about digital wallets, 

online transaction, banking app, concept of white 

ATMetc and how IT give a drastic change in 

working pattern of banking. Hence the study help 

to understand the IT revolution in indian banking 

management. 

Key Words: Indian Banking, IT, Digital Wallets, 

Online Transaction, Banking App 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Use of IT gives new heights to any profession or 

business sector; it saves both money & time. 

Banking sector is not contradictory of it. To 

reach their customer, 24/7 to stay connected 

with the customer & expand their services banks 

adopted the latest technology like digital wallets, 

online transaction, banking app, concept of 

white ATM etc. 

Banking system plays a vital role in making a 

nation stronger. It was always deemed to be one 

of the most essential sectors for the economy to 

be able to function. In modern era, Banks have 

started deploying technology and process re-

engineering etc. to improve on their performance 

and productivity. This paper is about how banks 

embraced the use of technology to serve its 

clients faster and also to do more with less. And 

tells about the journey of changing the banking 

industry from paper and branch based banks to 

“digitized and networked banking services. 

Banks are one of the most important parts of the 

country. In this modern time money and its 

necessity is very important. A developed 

financial system of the country ensures to attain 

development. Any economy couldn’t function 

without banks. By attracting savings and 

granting credits, banks are the oil for the wheels 

that keep the economy turning. Basically role of 

banks are mobilising the saving for capital 

formation, granting loans to agriculture, trade & 

industry. Banks also provides loans for 

consumptive activities. This proper circulation 

of money develops the opportunity of 

employment & innovations in a country. 

II. Technological advancement in 

banking sectors 
Banking today is a flourishing industry, focused 

on technological innovation. After 1980, Indians 

banks also deployed technology-intensive 

solutions to increase revenue, enhance customer 

experience, optimize cost structure and manage 

enterprise risk.  

Salient Features- To reach their customer, 24/7 

to stay connected with the customer & expand 

their services banks adopted the latest 

technology like digital wallets, online 

transaction, banking app, concept of white ATM 

etc. 

(1) Internet banking (e-banking): 

It is an electronic payment system that enables 

customers of a bank or other financial institution 

to conduct a range of financial transactions 

through the financial institution’s website. It was 

first introduced in the early 1980s in New York, 

US. 

 In our country, it come in existence or should 

say people become aware during 90s.  DR.  

ROSHAN LAL says in his research paper ‘E-

BANKING: THE INDIAN SCENARIO’ E-

banking came into being in UK and USA in 

1920s. It became prominently popular during 

1960s through electronic funds transfers and 

credit cards. The concept of web-based banking 

came into existence in Europe and USA in the 

beginning of 1980s.  In India during the shift 

towards internet banking is fuelled by changing 

dynamics. At this time when technology touches 
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life every moment; people from every age group 

are getting used to it and they demand real time 

online information. 

(2) Digital wallet 

Digital wallet or e-wallet is the smart way of 

money transaction without carrying cash. Digital 

wallet work through app and based on software. 

In short smart phone become wallet & 

transaction, payments etc. easily possible 

through touch on screen of mobile. It’s a mobile 

payment system, in which pin no. or mobile no. 

is required for payment or cash transaction. This 

is based on cashless concept like sell & purchase 

of anything without carrying paper currency. Its 

an electronic transaction with a smart phone or 

computer. Some popular digital wallet in India 

are- Airtel Money, Citi Master Pass, Citrus Pay, 

Ezetap, Freecharge, HDFC PayZapp, ICICI 

Pockets, Jiomoney, Juspay, Mobikwik, 

MoneyonMobile, Oxigen, Paytm, PayUmoney, 

State Bank Buddyetc. 

(3) Banking apps 

Banking app is the easy way to check bank 

balance, mini statement & online transactions 

through smart phone or computer, without going 

to bank or ATM. People increasingly adopting 

the mobile banking app to save time & receive 

quick service. Banks continuously trying to 

improve their apps & people prefers visiting less 

to their branches because they living with a fast 

growing technology and happily enjoying it.  

 

In the period of Demonetization banking apps 

are bless to make payment, P2P transfers 

(person to person online payment), bank 

transfers etc. no need to depend on paper 

currency. There are various mobile apps 

available like State Bank Anywhere, iMobile 

from ICICI, HDFC Bank MobileBanking, Axis 

Mobile, HSBC Mobile Banking, PNB 

mbanking, SBI Buddy, INDPAY app of Indian 

bank, BHIM etc. 

     (4) Information security: 

Due to impact of globalization IT provides so 

many sources like plastic money (debit & credit 

cards etc.), digital& mobile wallets or online 

transactions to save the time, swift dealing and 

for immediate respond. With the emergent use 

of online transaction; risk of cyber security also 

increased. There are huge cases registered in 

India related to cyber crime or fraud in online 

cash transaction. With more and more cases 

registered in the court of cyber security, banks 

can’t ignore privacy of customers. EY also 

published on their website “The Indian Bank’s 

Association (IBA) survey and EY reveals that 

Core Banking System (CBS) is widely used 

across the banks for transaction management. 

However, its integration with risk management 

and other enterprise level applications is still at 

primary stages. Some key risk management 

includes:Credit system, Enterprise Risk 

Management Systems &Liquidity risk system”. 
However as the e-banking users are increasing, 

banks are also getting very much concerned 

about the customer’s privacy. 

III. Eutaxy change in banking system & 

workplace through digitalization 
IT or digitalization of work changes the 

traditional working system of banks and it’s a 

eutaxy             change. Somewhere it diminishes 

the dominating & depending tendency at 

workplace, as result discrimination from 

workplace reduces and service quality 

continuously improving to reach the customer. 

As Jesper Beh said in his article Institutional 

investors must realize the value and benefit of a 

digital workforce. It decreases dependence on 

the traditional employee-employer 

relationship and offers customers the benefit 

of constant interaction. 

 

 Investments in financial technology for 

employees saves banks money, provides better 

access to otherwise unreachable customer 

segments, and increases employee productivity. 

For these reasons, it cannot be ignored. 

Quick service, flexibility & customer 

satisfaction are the demand of time, which may 

possible by IT or digitalization of work. Today 

to survive & grow in highly competitive market 

& for fast communication use of the internet is 

the necessary requirement of the Banking sector. 

IT provide a revolutionary  modification to 

indian banking system. Financial institutions 

have used information technology to achieve the 

ability to handle large volumes of business with 

desired level of efficiency, maximizing 

profitability of operations and exercising a strict 

vigil on costs. International banks have achieved 
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their targets across the national boundaries 

probably this is the impact of IT that sketched 

out banking globally. 

With the rapid growth of e-banking or online 

transaction cyber fraud or crime also increasing, 

thus security issue is crucial & highly essential 

requisite of time to prohibit multitudinous illicit 

activities. To strengthen cyber security RBI 

decide to set up an inter-disciplinary panel to 

examine various threats & suggest measures to 

deal with it. Still it should keep in mind that 

awareness always better than compunction. 
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A Review Paper on “Big Data and Hadoop” 
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Abstract: The term ‘Big Data’ states innovative 

techniques and technologies to capture, store, 

distribute, manage and analyze peta byte- or 

larger-sized datasets with high-velocity and 

different structures. Big data can be structured, 

unstructured or semi-structured, resulting in 

incapability of conventional data management 

methods. Data is generated from various different 

sources and can arrive in the system at various 

rates. In order to process these large amounts of 

data in an inexpensive and efficient way, 

parallelism is used. Big Data is a data whose scale, 

diversity, and complexity require new 

architecture, techniques, algorithms, and 

analytics to manage it and extract value and 

hidden knowledge from it. Hadoop is the core 

platform for structuring Big Data, and solves the 

problem of making it useful for analytics 

purposes. Hadoop is an open source software 

project that enables the distributed processing of 

large data sets across clusters of commodity 

servers. It is designed to scale up from a single 

server to thousands of machines, with a very high 

degree of fault tolerance. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

A. Big Data: Definition 
 

Big data is a term that refers to data sets or 

combinations of data sets, whose size 

(volume), complexity (variability), and rate of 

growth (velocity) make them difficult to be 

capture, manage process or analyse by 

conventional technologies and tools, such as 

relational databases and desktop statistics or 

visualization packages, within the time 

necessary to make them useful. While the size 

used to determine whether a particular data set 

is considered big data is not firmly defined and 

continues to change over time. 

Most of the analysts and practitioners currently 

refer to data sets from 30-50 terabytes (i.e.30-

50*1000 GB. Figure below showcases 

Layered Architecture of Big Data System. It 

can be decomposed into three layers, including 

Infrastructure Layer, Computing Layer, and 

Application Layer from top to bottom. 
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B. 3 V’s of Big Data 
 

a. Volume of data: Volume is amount of 

data. Volume of data stored in 

enterprise repositories have grown 

from megabytes and gigabytes to peta 

bytes. 

b. Variety of data: Different types of 

data and sources of data. Data variety 

exploded from structured and legacy 

data stored in enterprise repositories to 

unstructured, semi structured, audio, 

video, XML etc. 

c. Velocity of data: Velocity refers to 

the speed of data processing. For time-

sensitive processes such as catching 

fraud, big data must be used as it 

streams into your enterprise in order to 

maximize its value. 

 

C. Problem with Big Data Processing 
 

a.  Heterogeneity and Incompleteness 
 

When humans consume information, a great 

deal of heterogeneity is comfortably tolerated. 

S.G.T.B. Shri Anandpur Sahib
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In fact, the nuance and richness of natural 

language can provide valuable depth. 

However, machine analysis algorithms expect 

homogeneous data, and cannot understand 

nuance. In consequence, data must be carefully 

structured as a first step in (or prior to) data 

analysis. Computer systems work most 

efficiently if they can store multiple items that 

are all identical in size and structure. Efficient 

representation, access, and analysis of semi-

structured data require further work. 

 

ii. Scale 
Of course, the first thing anyone thinks of with 

Big Data is its size. After all, the word “big” is 

there in the very name. Managing large and 

rapidly increasing volumes of data has been a 

challenging issue for many decades. In the 

past, this challenge was mitigated by 

processors getting faster, following Moore’s 

law, to provide us with the resources needed to 

cope with increasing volumes of data. But, 

there is a fundamental shift underway now: 

data volume is scaling faster than compute 

resources, and CPU speeds are static. 

 

iii. Timeliness 
 

The flip side of size is speed. The larger the 

data set to be processed, the longer it will take 

to analyze. The design of a system that 

effectively deals with size is likely also to 

result in a system that can process a given size 

of data set faster. However, it is not just this 

speed that is usually meant when one speaks 

of Velocity in the context of Big Data. Rather, 

there is an acquisition rate challenge 

 

iv. Privacy 
 

The privacy of data is another huge concern, 

and one that increases in the context of Big 

Data. For electronic health records, there are 

strict laws governing what can and cannot be 

done. For other data, regulations, particularly 

in the US, are less forceful. However, there is 

great public fear regarding the inappropriate 

use of personal data, particularly through 

linking of data from multiple sources. 

Managing privacy is effectively both a 

technical and a sociological problem, which 

must be addressed jointly from both 

perspectives to realize the promise of big data. 

 

 

v. Human 

Collaboration 
 

In spite of the 

tremendous 

advances made in 

computational 

analysis, there 

remain many 

patterns that 

humans can easily 

detect but 

computer algorithms have a hard time finding. 

Ideally, analytics for Big Data will not be all 

computational rather it will be designed 

explicitly to have a human in the loop. The 

new sub-field of visual analytics is attempting 

to do this, at least with respect to the 

modelling and analysis phase in the pipeline. 

In today’s complex world, it often takes 

multiple experts from different domains to 

really understand what is going on. A Big Data 

analysis system must support input from 

multiple human experts, and shared 

exploration of results. These multiple experts 

may be separated in space and time when it is 

too expensive to assemble an entire team 

together in one room. The data system has to 

accept this distributed expert input, and 

support their collaboration. 

 

2. Hadoop: Solution for Big Data Processing 
 

Hadoop is a Programming framework used 

to support the processing of large data sets in a 

distributed computing environment. Hadoop 

was developed by Google’s Map Reduce that 

is a software framework where an application 

breaks down into various parts. The Current 

Apache Hadoop ecosystem consists of the 

Hadoop Kernel, Map Reduce, HDFS and 

numbers of various components like Apache 
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Hive, Base and Zookeeper. HDFS and Map 

Reduce are explained in following points. 

 

A. HDFS Architecture 
 

Hadoop includes a fault‐tolerant storage 

system called the Hadoop Distributed File 

System, or HDFS. HDFS is able to store huge 

amounts of information, scale up 

incrementally and survive the failure of 

significant parts of the storage infrastructure 

without losing data. Hadoop creates clusters of 

machines and coordinates work among them. 

Clusters can be built with inexpensive 

computers. If one fails, Hadoop continues to 

operate the cluster without losing data or 

interrupting work, by shifting work to the 

remaining machines in the cluster. HDFS 

manages storage on the cluster by breaking 

incoming files into pieces, called “blocks,” and 

storing each of the blocks redundantly across 

the pool of servers. In the common case, 

HDFS stores three complete copies of each file 

by copying each piece to three different 

servers. 

 

 

B. Map Reduce Architecture 
 

The processing pillar in the Hadoop 

ecosystem is the Map Reduce framework. The 

framework allows the specification of an 

operation to be applied to a huge data set, 

divide the problem and data, and run it in 

parallel. From an analyst’s point of view, this 

can occur on multiple dimensions. For 

example, a very large dataset can be reduced 

into a smaller subset where analytics can be 

applied. In a traditional data warehousing 

scenario, this 

Might entail applying an ETL operation on the 

data to produce something usable by the 

analyst. In Hadoop, these kinds of operations 

are written as Map Reduce jobs in Java. There 

are a number of higher level languages like 

Hive and Pig that make writing these 

programs easier. The outputs of these jobs can 

be written back to either HDFS or placed in a 

traditional data warehouse. There are two 

functions in Map Reduce as follows: 

 

Map –the function takes key/value pairs as 

input and generates an intermediate set of 

key/value pairs 

 

Reduce –the function which merges all the 

intermediate values associated with the same 

intermediate key 

 

3. 3. Literature Review 

 
Literature review done in Iota, Cloud Computing, 

Smart City and Hadoop and Map Reduce. A. Big 

Data Platforms for the Internet of Things, Radu 

Ioan Ciobanu, Valentin Cristea, Ciprian Dobre 

and Florin Pop.2014, Springer This paper focuses 

on how Big Data could change the research 

direction in the business model by providing 

services along with products. Technology shift 

generate more data through various applications 

like wireless sensors, smart devices, social media 

etc.,  

 

S. Vikram Phaneendra & E. Madhusudhan 

Reddy .Illustrated that in olden days the data was 

less and easily handled by RDBMS but recently it 

is difficult to handle huge data through RDBMS 

tools, which is preferred as “big data”. In this 

they told that big data differs from other data in 5 

dimensions such as volume, velocity, variety, 

value and complexity. They illustrated the 

Hadoop architecture consisting of name node, 

data node, edge node, HDFS to handle big data 

systems. Hadoop architecture handle large data 

sets, scalable algorithm does log management 

application of big data can be found out in 

financial, retail industry, health-care, mobility, 

insurance. The authors also focused on the 

challenges that needTo be faced by enterprises 

when handling big data: - data privacy, search 

analysis, etc [1]. 

 

Kiran kumara Reddi & Devil Indira . Enhanced 

us with the knowledge that Big Data is 

combination of structured 
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semi-structured ,unstructured homogenous and 

heterogeneous data .The author suggested to 

use nice model to handle transfer of huge 

amount of data over the network .Under this 

model, these transfers are relegated to low 

demand periods where there is ample ,idle 

bandwidth available . This bandwidth can then 

be repurposed for big data transmission 

without impacting other users in system. The 

Nice model uses a store –and-forward 

approach by utilizing staging servers. The 

model is able to accommodate differences in 

time zones and variations in bandwidth. They 

suggested that new algorithms are required to 

transfer big data and to solve issues like 

security, compression, routing algorithms 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

We have entered an era of Big Data. The 

paper describes the concept of Big Data along 

with 3 V’s, Volume, Velocity and variety of 

Big Data. The paper also focuses on Big Data 

processing problems. These technical 

challenges must be addressed for efficient and 

fast processing of Big Data. The challenges 

include not just the obvious issues of scale, but 

also heterogeneity, lack of structure, error-

handling, privacy, timeliness, provenance, and 

visualization, at all stages of the analysis 

pipeline from data acquisition to result 

interpretation. These technical challenges are 

common across a large variety of application 

domains, and therefore not cost-effective to 

address in the context of one domain alone. 

The paper describes Hadoop which is an open 

source software used for processing of Big 

Data. 
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Abstract 

Healthcare system which is in the process of 

transformation to provide swift, safe and 

improved quality care is experiencing 

multifarious problems. In the process, the 

computer network is playing a very vital role 

and its implementation has contributed 

enormously but there are problems too, eg. 

Passwords that are meant to protect computer 

network systems from unauthorized use which 

however may also provide a false sense of 

security. Some use easily guessed passwords, thus 

facilitating unauthorized access.  
 
Keywords -unauthorised access,  

dentification system, biological data; 

physiological biometric, privacy and 

confidentiality 

 

Why Biometric 
Biometric identification systems employ 

the use of biological data, in the form, of 

voice, face and signature scans. The most 

common physiological biometric include 

finger-scan, retina scan, hand-scan, and 

iris-scan. Biometric identification cannot be 

forgotten or stolen and involves the use of 

IT to acquire, analyze, store, manage and 

transmit genetic data.  

Ethics in health informatics 
Biomedical ethics address issues such as 

privacy and confidentiality, conflicts of 

interest, harm to patients and the 

nature of the relationships between the 

physician and the patient which need to be 

balanced between potential harm and 

benefits of use of IT. 

Bioterrorism and Public Health 
Biometrics is very helpful in two ways. 

Firstly, the biometric identification of 

terrorists can be distributed  electronically to 

all potential risk areas within and outside the 

nation for preventive purposes. Secondly, it 

can help in detecting the disease and if 

effective, would substantially reduce the 

mortality and morbidity with the early 

warning system detection of surreptitious 

biological attacks. Therefore Biometrics 

play a very vital role in not only in 

maintaining privacy and security of 

healthcare management system but also in 

bioterrorism and public health activities in 

notifying infectious diseases and controlling 

mortality and morbidity rates by linking with 

curative medical facilities. 

Introduction 

The healthcare system, in the process of 

transformation to provide swift, safe, improved 

quality and cost contained care, is experiencing 

multifarious problems. To specify a few, 

passwords that are meant to protect computer 

network systems from unauthorised use, may 

however provide a false sense of security. Another 

aspect is the use of health records that get mixed 

up, are incomplete or which contain misplaced 

information and wrong medication. This may 

sometimes lead to transfer of one patient‟s 

information into another‟s record. Furthermore, 

records may pass to a wrong person despite many 

security measures. 

Security issues arise because people forget 

or share passwords or write them down, 

stick on monitors and even store them on or 

near the computer. Some use easily guessed 

passwords, thus allowing unauthorised 

access to entire computer network systems. 

Furthermore, 60 to 80 % of workers disclose 

their passwords to a colleague if asked. 

Many people actually write passwords on 

“post-it” notes and stick them to their 

computer screens or keep under their 

keyboards. On the other hand, passwords, 
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personal identification number (PIN), smart 

cards can be easily obtained or even shared. 

The same security breach can happen with 

patient confidentiality and patient medical 

records. There is an anxious race going on 

to find the best method of securing 

healthcare data and preventing mistakes 

which are considered to be very serious. 

Despite the financial burden, more 

healthcare organisations are turning to 

biometrics as a means to increase security, 

privacy and improve patient safety. The 

biometric is a solution to the Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

(HIPAA), and many such laws worldwide 

need such a mechanism to guarantee a 

patient's privacy. Biometrics is making it 

possible for patients and healthcare 

professionals to feel secure that their 

information is being kept confidential and is 

only being released to those who have the 

right to see it. 

Why Biometrics 

Since April 2009, the US requires that 

physicians and healthcare professionals 

who use electronic records be tracked every 

time a patient's record is accessed. 

Biometrics allow the physician to do this 

easily. By making the records only 

accessible to someone who is identified via 

hand/thumb/iris print, a record can be kept 

of who accessed the files and when, and it 

can be ensured that the person who 

accessed the file is definitely who they say 

they are and has t he right to see a patient's 

record. If they mismatch, the appropriate 

authorities can be notified that someone 

without authorisation is trying to access 

secure data. 

Biometric identification system 

Biometric identification systems employ 

user‟s biological data, in the form, for 

example, of voice, face and signature scans. 

The most common physiological biometric 

include finger-scan, retina scan, hand-scan 

and iris-scan. The Iris Technology was 

developed on 18 February 2002, by the 

University of Southern Alabama Medical 

Centre (USAMC) which became the first 

acute care facility to implement Iris Scan 

Technology for system access control and 

user authentication. In fact, iris scanning is 

reputed to have an error rate of only1 per 

1.2 million scans. Iris-scan can verify or 

identify a person based on the unique 

characteristics of the human iris. The 

strengths of iris-scan include its high 

resistance to false matching, the stability of 

the iris over time and the ability to use this 

biometric to provide access to healthcare 

information or entry into a physically secure 

location, such as a medical record keeping 

or Information Technology Department. 

Biometric identification is superior to 

passwords in two ways. They cannot be 

forgotten or stolen.  Bioinformatics involve 

the use of IT to acquire, analyse, store, 

manage and transmit genetic data. In the 

future, gene chips will be used to acquire 

genetic data; data mining will be used to 

extract data from large databases and 

warehouses. Decision support systems will 

be used to analyse data and to make clinical 

decisions. Because biometric security is 

based on a unique feature of an individual‟s 

body, for instance, it is very difficult to 

copy, steal 

or replicate a fingerprint. The strengths of finger-

scan are that it is already a proven technology that 

provides high levels of accuracy. It can be deployed 

in a wide range of environments (desktop, 

keyboards, mouse, PDAs, laptop, provides physical 

access to information storage facility), it is easy to 

use and users can enroll multiple fingers for 

verification and authentication. The final biometric 

that could gain wide use in the healthcare sector is 

the hand-scan. This biometric uses the unique aspect 

of the human hand, specially the height and width of 

the back of the hand, to verify and identify an 

individual. The biometric devices consist of a reader 

or scanning device, software that converts the 

scanned information into digital form, and a database 

that stores the biometric data for comparison. IBM, 

Microsoft, Novell, and other computer companies 

are currently working on a standard for biometric 

devices, called BioAPI. This standard will allow 

software products from different manufacturers to 

interact with one another. 
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Smart cards vs. Biometrics 
Compared to smart cards, the ultimate 

promise of biometrics is twofold. Firstly, 

biometrics tie authentication to an actual 

user, instead of a private key or token the 

user possesses. Secondly, it frees the user 

from having to remember or carry anything. 

What are the risks 
The best, one could ever hope for is a high 

degree of likelihood. For instance, a typical 

fingerprint scanner will grant unauthorised 

access to one of every 1,000 illegal attempts 

to enter. This is known as false acceptance 

rate (FAR). Beyond security, privacy is a 

major issue for biometrics. The risk 

associated with a potential identity 

compromise is a thousand times greater than 

with a password, certificate, or smart card. 

Yet another risk shared by all means of 

authentication methods is that of replay. 

Even the most sophisticated PKI will always 

rely on the transmission of private keys. 

These keys are no different than passwords. 

They can be stolen and used to intercept 

sensitive documents or forge signatures. In 

biometrics, the risk of replay is just as real, 

and must be adequately addressed in any 

secure user authentication scenario. 

Future of biometrics   

Everyone recognize that human lives 

depend on shared medical data and 

information and any effort to effectively 

share information requires a trusted health 

data exchange. Security is always a vital 

concern when it comes to confidential 

medical data and must be balanced with 

convenient access to patient records. 

Another key issue for adoption of 

biometrics is privacy which is of paramount 

importance. It is fair to say that any 

biometric solution that implants an actual 

physical identifier in a patient record, such 

as „bitmap of a patient‟s signature, must 

adhere to stringent regulatory requirement 

that protect the patient‟s privacy in the 

event of compromise. 

A natural solution 

Finger scan technology is the most 

common biometric authentication 

technology used by millions of people 

worldwide because of its low cost. This is 

well known in forensic applications. 

Employing fingerprint clearance not only 

prevents fraudulent prescriptions from 

being written, but provides an audit trail 

for reducing the liability exposure of the 

hospital and physician. 

Biometric devices and record security 
A staff member walks up to the file room 

door, places his hand on the shiny glass 

panel, and in an instant the lock clicks, the 

door opens and a digitised voice says. 

“Good morning, Mr. Peter”. Sound like 

the opening scene of the latest James 

Bond movie? It could be, but the fantastic 

vision of filmmakers is becoming more 

commonplace than one may think. 

Two-factor authentication Generally, one could 

digitally authenticate a user with any of these 

authentication methods such as what you know, 

what you have or what you are. What you are: Now 

we get to biometric authentication. “Who we are” 

refers to what is unique about us, our physical 

bodies as human beings. Things that can be 

measured, stored, and tested against. Things like: 

fingerprints, retinal design, facial shape, vocal 

wave, hand geometry and soon DNA. However, 

we cannot forget that in order to be effective we 

still need to deploy two factor authentications. For 

example, these could include either a user name 

(what you know) and a fingerprint (what you are) 

or a pass card (what you have) and a facial scan 

(what you are). This compensates for the fact that 

no biometric technology is perfect. 

 Biometric authentication 

From the beginning biometrics has been 

recognised as a tool. Does an employer have 

a strategic initiative that would receive 

benefits from biometrics? Could this 

technology help support HIPAA 

compliance? The answer to both these 

questions is a definite „yes‟. Could 

biometric increase security? Yes, and No. 

Once the need for biometric authentication 

is established and supported, one needs to 

consider the options (in some ways 

simultaneous with established need). What 

kind of scanning option is right for the given 
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environment? One may discover that more 

than one type is needed; such as finger scan 

and iris or voice etc. 

Ethics in health informatics 

The rapid growth of bioinformatics presents 

additional, social and ethical issues. 

Acquiring and using genetic data for clinical 

purposes will raise issues concerning consent 

and appropriate use of these data. When there 

is no treatment or cure for diseases that have 

a genetic origin, would most patients prefer 

not to be told about the results of genetic 

testing? Who can appropriately access and 

use patient-specific genetic data? Should 

certain uses of these data be prohibited? For 

example, insurance companies may use this 

information to determine eligibility for 

coverage and employers may use it to hire 

and assign employees to specific jobs. 

Advantages of Biometric 

With biometrics security, physicians only 

have to log-on once and then they have access 

to laboratory results, CPOE, and the radiology 

database. Furthermore, a hospital network can 

be biometrically protected, thereby protecting 

sensitive information from attacks by “war 

drivers” and other hackers. Use of biometrics 

makes sure that an individual‟s information 

does not already exist in the hospital database. 

Biometrics can also deter fraud, because 

individuals who know that such a system is in 

place, it is less likely for anyone to try and 

register more than once. 

The Biometric Process 

The biometric process begins with 

enrollment. Depending on the type of 

biometric being used such as physiological 

or behavioral data, the details are acquired 

and then stored in the system as a template.  

One of the misconceptions regarding 

biometrics is that the system stores all the 

information, whether it is a fingerprint or 

scan of an individual‟s face. 

To verify or identify a person, an 

individual must present his or her 

biometric information to the system. A 

template is created and then compared to 

the biometric stored within the system. The 

act  of  comparing  a  presentation  

template  is  matched  with  an  enrollment  

template  called matching.  When a 

presentation template is matched with an 

enrollment template, a score is 

generated. The score is generated based on the 

degree of similarity between comparisons of the 

two templates. A threshold number is set by the 

system administrator that establishes the degree of 

correlation necessary for a comparison between an 

enrollment template and a presentation template to 

be considered „a match‟. Depending on the level 

of security desired, the threshold can be set very 

high or very low. To understand the impact that a 

threshold can have on a system, it is important to 

understand the concepts of the „false match rate‟, 

„false non-match rate‟, and „failure  to  enroll 

rate‟.  „False match rate‟  is the probability that  

a user‟s  template will  be incorrectly judged to be 

a match for a different user‟s template. 

 

Drawbacks of Biometric system in 

health care system 

Problems with finger-scan appear to be that not 

all user populations can be enrolled in the system, 

such as the elderly and individuals who do a lot of 

manual labour. Another drawback to finger scan 

is that the device used to collect presentation data 

can malfunction with wear and tear. This 

necessitates constant upkeep and replacement. 

Drawbacks to the system include its difficulty in 

use. During enrollment and presentation, 

individuals must remain perfectly still, or the 

system will not be able to scan the iris. Therefore, 

causing non-matching and failure to enroll 

anomalies. Finally, users are sensitive to any 

device that shines a light into their eyes. 

Integration of all services information together 

for better patient care management 
A major problem with Healthcare Organisations 

(HCOs) is that many of the major systems that 

allow the organisation to operate are tied to 

disparate legacy information systems. For example, 

radiology may be running on a VAX, while 

accounting is using COBOL. Human resources and 

the medical records department (MRD) are still 

using paper to track employee and patient 

access. The MRD is working to adopt a new 

coding software program that may or may not 

work with proposed CPOE system being installed. 
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Business Intelligence 

It is necessary to provide the system with 

the answers to the patient‟s queries such as 

the type and number of operations a 

physician performs annually. This 

information can be made available to 

patients to help allay their fears and to 

assure them that they are in good hands. 

The goal of Customer Relationship  

Management  (CRM)  is to tie the 

disparate system that operates within an 

HCO and to provide customers with 

greater access to information through a set 

of touch points. Again, these touch points 

can be traditional, such as telephones, 

television, fax, radio and prints. They could 

also be non-traditional and make use of 

new wireless technologies such as hand - 

sets, PDAs, and laptops. Furthermore, 

through the use of CRM, the HCOs can 

develop Web portals that allow patients to 

have the proper security clearance access 

to their medical records, laboratory results, 

and information about their physicians, 

such as the type of services, they provide 

and their educational background. 

Potential and current applications 

There are numerous healthcare applications 

which have or will benefit from the 

implementation of biometrics. These include, 

but not limited to Methadone clinics, 

Neonatal Intensive Care Units, Newborn 

nurseries, general and specialty care areas, 

admitting, pharmacy (electronic 

prescription), staff, time attendance, medical 

record management and PACS system etc. 

Bioterrorism 

Today‟s health systems must be fully 

prepared to support effective and efficient 

response to all hazards, even those with 

overwhelming casualties. The biometric 

security system can bring together the 

public health and public safety systems in 

the very near future. The threat of 

bioterrorist attack has grown very real since 

the “anthrax letters” of October 2001 in the 

Iraq war. 

Biometrics, besides serving many 

purposes, could be very helpful in two 

other important ways. Firstly, the 

biometric-identification of terrorists can be 

distributed electronically to all potential 

risk areas within and outside the nation for 

preventive purpose. Secondly, it can help 

in detecting the disease while the number 

of seriously ill individuals provides a short 

interval to initiate aggressive treatment and 

prophylaxis measures that, if effective, 

would substantially reduce the mortality, 

morbidity and resource requirements 

following an attack. The suspected patients 

could be isolated to avoid further spread of 

contagious diseases. The need to detect a 

potential bioterrorist attack has led to the 

introduction of numerous “bio - 

surveillance” systems. 

 Public health surveillance 

The new trend is driven by the need for early 

detection of surreptitious biological attacks. The 

trend is likely to accelerate because evidence is 

accumulating and these new approaches are 

successful. They can detect outbreaks earlier than 

existing methods and even identify outbreaks that 

have previously gone unnoticed. This trend has 

important implications for researchers and 

developers in clinical informatics because it is 

creating new design requirements for clinical 

information system. 

The infectious disease threats 
There are scores of infectious diseases which are of 

interest to public health and they are discussed and 

enumerated in both reportable diseases lists and 

threat lists. Past research suggests that outbreaks of 

such diseases fall into two key patterns that have 

very different implications for Information 

Technology, which we label as “Anthrax and 

Smallpox”. 

 Early warning system 

Public health surveillance systems have 

been defined as networks of people and 

activities that may function at a range of 

levels from local to international. In 

summary, current research is beginning to 

identify functional requirements for public 

health surveillance system that have 

implications for clinical information 

systems. Barriers to integration of clinical 

systems into public health include legal, 
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administrative, and technical barriers. At 

present, health systems typically provide 

detailed information to public health only 

about patients with notifiable diseases, 

although public health has a legal basis to 

access any data needed for public health 

purposes. 

Conclusion 

There is a need to deploy two-factor 

authentication to properly secure protected 

health information. Deploy the right 

biometric device, in the right location, for 

the right group of users. The biometric plays 

a very important role in not only in 

maintaining privacy and security of 

healthcare management system but is of 

tremendous value in bioterrorism and public 

health activities  in  notifying  infectious 

diseases and  controlling mortality and  

morbidity rates by linking with curative 

hospitals. 
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Abstract: In this era of information overload, technologies 

that can just solve problems through steps and procedures are no 

longer adequate. We need technology to detect complex patterns, 

trends, understand nuances in human language and to 

automatically solve problems. Computing is the process of 

utilizing computer technology to complete a task. Computing 

may involve computer hardware and/or software, but must 

involve some form of a computer system. Most individuals use 

some form of computing every day whether they realize it or 

not. There are number computing technologies developed so far 

and this is not the end. Research is still going on to develop new 

computing techniques to meet future requirements. In this paper 

various computing technologies are explored. 

Keywords: Cognitive computing, Autonomic computing, Green 

computing, Mobile and Ubiquitous Computing, Pervasive 

computing, Cloud Computing, Grid Computing, Utility Computing, 

Cluster Computing, Metacomputing, Edge computing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Computing is any goal-oriented activity requiring, 

benefiting from, or creating a mathematical sequence of steps 

known as an algorithm — e.g. through computers. 

From the initial days of number-crunching by languages of 

FORTRAN, to the procedural methodology of Pascal or C, and 

later, the object-oriented paradigm of C++ and Java, we have 

come a long way. In this age of information overload, 

technologies that can just solve problems through steps and 

procedures are no longer adequate. 

We need technology to detect complex patterns, trends, 

understand nuances in human language and to automatically 

solve problems.There are number computing technologies 

developed so far and this is not the end. Research is still going 

on to develop new computing techniques to meet future 

requirements. In this paper various computing technologies are 

explored. 

II. OVERVIEW OF VARIOUS COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES 

There are number of technologies developed so far. But in 

this paper, only those computing paradigms are discussed 

which have major impact on our lives or the most recent 

techniques are discussed.  

A. Cognitive computing 

Cognitive computing comes from a mashup of cognitive 

science — the study of the human brain and how it functions 

— and computer science, and the results will have far-reaching 

impacts on our private lives, healthcare, business, and more. 

Cognitive computing is the simulation of human thought 

processes in a computerized model. Cognitive 

computinginvolves self-learning systems that use data mining, 

pattern recognition and natural language processing to mimic 

the way the human brain works. 

These cognitive systems, most notably IBM‘s 

supercomputer, Watson, rely on deep learning algorithms and 

neural networks to process information by comparing it to a 

teaching set of data.  The more data the system is exposed to, 

the more it learns, and the more accurate it becomes over time, 

and the neural network is a complex ―tree‖ of decisions the 

computer can make to arrive at an answer. 

Watson is an artificial intelligence computer system 

capable of answering questions posed in natural language. 

Watson is best known for successfully trouncing a national 

champion in the popular U.S. TV quiz competition, Jeopardy. 

Following the success at Jeopardy, Watson has now been 

employed by a leading medical insurance firm in the U.S. to 

diagnose medical illnesses and recommend treatment options 

for patients. Watson will be able to analyse 1 million books, or 

roughly 200 million pages of information. Another well-known 

example of cognitive computing is Siri, the voice recognition 

app on the iPhone. The earlier avatar of cognitive computing 

was expert systems based on artificial intelligence. These 

expert systems were inference engines that were based on 

knowledge rules.The most famous among the expert systems 

were ‗Dendral‘ and ‗Mycin‘. 

B. Autonomic computing 

This is another computing trend that is set to become 

prevalent in the networks of tomorrow. Autonomic computing 

refers to the self-managing characteristics of a network. 

Typically, it signifies the ability of a network to self-heal in the 

event of failures or faults. 

Autonomic network can quickly localise and isolate faults 

in the network while keeping other parts of the network 

unaffected. Besides, these networks can quickly correct and 

‗heal‘ the faulty hardware without human intervention. 

Autonomic networks are typical in smart grids where a fault 

can be quickly isolated and the network healed without 

resulting in a major outage in the electrical grid. 

These are truly exciting times in computing as we move 

towards true intelligence. 

C. Green computing 

Green computing is the environmentally responsible and 

eco-friendly use of computers and their resources. In broader 

terms, it is also defined as the study of designing, engineering, 
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manufacturing, using and disposing of computing devices in a 

way that reduces their environmental impact. 

Many IT manufacturers and vendors are continuously 

investing in designing energy-efficient computing devices, 

reducing the use of dangerous materials and encouraging the 

recyclability of digital devices. Green computing practices 

came into prominence in 1992, when the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) launched the Energy Star program. 

Green computing is also known as green information 

technology (green IT). 

Green computing aims to attain economic viability and 

improve the way computing devices are used. Green IT 

practices include the development of environmentally 

sustainable production practices, energy-efficient computers 

and improved disposal and recycling procedures. 

To promote green computing concepts at all possible 

levels, the following four approaches are employed: 

 Green use: Minimizing the electricity consumption 

of computers and their peripheral devices and using 

them in an eco-friendly manner 

 Green disposal: Repurposing existing equipment or 

appropriately disposing of, or recycling, unwanted 

electronic equipment 

 Green design: Designing energy-efficient 

computers, servers, printers, projectors and other 

digital devices 

 Green manufacturing: Minimizing waste during the 

manufacturing of computers and other subsystems to 

reduce the environmental impact of these activities 

Government regulatory authorities also actively work to 

promote green computing concepts by introducing several 

voluntary programs and regulations for their enforcement. 

Average computer users can employ the following tactics 

to make their computing usage more green: 

 Use the hibernate or sleep mode when away from a 

computer for extended periods 

 Buy energy-efficient notebook computers, instead of 

desktop computers 

 Activate the power management features for 

controlling energy consumption 

 Make proper arrangements for safe electronic waste 

disposal 

 Turn off computers at the end of each day 

 Refill printer cartridges, rather than buying new ones 

 Instead of purchasing a new computer, try 

refurbishing an existing device 

D. Ubiquitous Computing 

Ubiquitous computing names the third wave in computing, 

just now beginning. First were mainframes, each shared by 

lots of people. Now we are in the personal computing era, 

person and machine staring uneasily at each other across the 

desktop. Next comes ubiquitous computing, or the age of calm 

technology, when technology recedes into the background of 

our lives. Alan Kay of Apple calls this "Third Paradigm" 

computing. 

Pervasive computing, also called ubiquitous computing, is 

the growing trend of embedding computational capability 

(generally in the form of microprocessors) into everyday 

objects to make them effectively communicate and perform 

useful tasks in a way that minimizes the end user's need to 

interact with computers as computers. Pervasive computing 

devices are network-connected and constantly available. 

Unlike desktop computing, pervasive computing can occur 

with any device, at any time, in any place and in 

any data format across any network, and can hand tasks from 

one computer to another as, for example, a user moves from 

his car to his office. Thus, pervasive computing devices have 

evolvedtoincludenotonly laptops, notebooks and smartphones,

butalso tablets, wearable devices, fleet management and 

pipeline components, lighting systems, appliances and sensors, 

and so on. 

The goal of pervasive computing is to make devices 

"smart," thus creating a sensor network capable of collecting, 

processing and sending data, and, ultimately, communicating 

as a means to adapt to the data's context and activity; in 

essence, a network that can understand its surroundings and 

improve the human experience and quality of life. 

Often considered the successor to mobile computing, 

ubiquitous computing and, subsequently, pervasive 

computing, generally involve wireless communication and 

networking technologies, mobile devices, embedded systems, 

wearable computers, RFID tags, middleware and software 

agents. Internet capabilities, voice recognition and artificial 

intelligence are often also included. 

Pervasive computing applications can cover energy, 

military, safety, consumer, healthcare, production and 

logistics. 

An example of pervasive computing is an Apple 

Watch informing a user of a phone call and allowing him to 

complete the call through the watch. Or, when a registered 

user for Amazon's streaming music service asks her Echo 

device to play a song, and the song is played without any other 

user intervention. 

Mark Weiser, largely considered the father of ubiquitous 

computing, described ubiquitous computing: 

“Inspired by the social scientists, philosophers and 

anthropologists at PARC, we have been trying to take a 

radical look at what computing and networking ought to be 

like. We believe that people live through their practices and 

tacit knowledge, so that the most powerful things are those 

that are effectively invisible in use. This is a challenge that 

affects all of computer science. Our preliminary approach: 

Activate the world. Provide hundreds of wireless computing 

devices per person per office of all scales (from 1" displays to 
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wall-sized). This has required new work in operating systems, 

user interfaces, networks, wireless, displays and many other 

areas. We call our work "ubiquitous computing." This is 

different from PDAs [personal digital assistants], Dynabooks 

or information at your fingertips. It is invisible, everywhere 

computing that does not live on a personal device of any sort, 

but is in the woodwork everywhere. 

The term pervasive computing followed in the late 1990s, 

largely popularized by the creation of IBM's pervasive 

computing division. 

E. Mobile Computing 

Mobile Computing is a technology that allows transmission 

of data, voice and video via a computeror any other wireless 

enabled device without having to be connected to a fixed 

physical link. The main concept involves: 

 Mobile communication 

 Mobile hardware 

 Mobile software 

In mobile computing, a set of distributed computing 

systems or service provider servers participate, connect, and 

synchronize through mobile communication protocols. It 

offers mobility with computing power. It facilitates a large 

number of applications on a single device. 

1) Mobile communication 

The mobile communication in this case, refers to the 

infrastructure put in place to ensure that seamless and reliable 

communication goes on. These would include devices such as 

protocols, services, bandwidth, and portals necessary to 

facilitate and support the stated services. The data format is 

also defined at this stage. This ensures that there is no collision 

with other existing systems which offer the same service. 

Since the media is unguided/unbounded, the overlaying 

infrastructure is basically radio wave-oriented. That is, the 

signals are carried over the air to intended devices that are 

capable of receiving and sending similar kinds of signals. 

2) Mobile Hardware 

Mobile hardware includes mobile devices or device 

components that receive or access the service of mobility. They 

would range from portable laptops, smartphones, tablet Pc's, 

Personal Digital Assistants. 

Mobile Devices 

These devices will have a receptor medium that is capable 

of sensing and receiving signals. These devices are configured 

to operate in full- duplex, whereby they are capable of sending 

and receiving signals at the same time. They don't have to wait 

until one device has finished communicating for the other 

device to initiate communications. 

 

Above mentioned devices use an existing and established 

network to operate on. In most cases, it would be a wireless 

network. 

3) Mobile software 

Mobile software is the actual program that runs on the 

mobile hardware. It deals with the characteristics and 

requirements of mobile applications. This is the engine of the 

mobile device. In other terms, it is the operating system of the 

appliance. It's the essential component that operates the mobile 

device. 

Mobile OS 

Since portability is the 

main factor, this type of 

computing ensures that users 

are not tied or pinned to a 

single physical location, but 

are able to operate from 

anywhere. It incorporates all 

aspects of wireless communications. 

F. CloudComputing   

Cloud computing is a computing paradigm shift where 

computing is moved away from personal computers or an 

individual application server to a ―cloud‖ of computers. Users 

of the cloud only need to be concerned with the computing 

service being asked for, as the underlying details of how it is 

achieved are hidden. This method of distributed computing is 

done through pooling all computer resources together and 

being managed by software rather than a human. 

Simply put, cloud computing is the delivery of computing 

services—servers, storage, databases, networking, software, 

analytics and more—over the Internet (―the cloud‖). 

Companies offering these computing services are called cloud 

providers and typically charge for cloud computing services 

based on usage, similar to how you are billed for water or 

electricity at home. 

1) Types of cloud services: IaaS, PaaS, SaaS 

Most cloud computing services fall into three broad 

categories: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a 

service (PaaS) and software as a service (Saas). These are 

sometimes called the cloud computing stack, because they 

build on top of one another.  

a) Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) 

The most basic category of cloud computing services. With 

IaaS, you rent IT infrastructure—servers and virtual machines 

(VMs), storage, networks, operating systems—from a cloud 

provider on a pay-as-you-go basis.  

b) Platform as a service (PaaS) 

Platform-as-a-service (PaaS) refers to cloud computing 

services that supply an on-demand environment for developing, 

testing, delivering and managing software applications. PaaS is 

designed to make it easier for developers to quickly create web 

or mobile apps, without worrying about setting up or managing 

the underlying infrastructure of servers, storage, network and 

databases needed for development.  

c) Software as a service (SaaS) 
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Software-as-a-service (SaaS) is a method for delivering 

software applications over the Internet, on demand and 

typically on a subscription basis. With SaaS, cloud providers 

host and manage the software application and underlying 

infrastructure and handle any maintenance, like software 

upgrades and security patching. Users connect to the 

application over the Internet, usually with a web browser on 

their phone, tablet or PC.  

Cloud computing services all work a little differently, 

depending on the provider. But many provide a friendly, 

browser-based dashboard that makes it easier for IT 

professionals and developers to order resources and manage 

their accounts. Some cloud computing services are also 

designed to work with REST APIs and a command-line 

interface (CLI), giving developers multiple options.   

G. Grid Computing   

 Multiple independent computing clusters which act 

like a ―grid‖ because they are composed of resource 

nodes not located within a single administrative 

domain. (formal) 

 Offering online computation or storage as a metered 

commercial service, known as utility computing, 

computing on demand, or cloud computing. 

 The creation of a ―virtual supercomputer‖ by using 

spare computing resources within an organization. 

A semantic grid is an approach to grid computing in 

which information, computing resources and services are 

described using the semantic data model. In this model, the 

data and metadata are expressed through facts (small 

sentences), becoming directly understandable for humans. 

This makes it easier for resources to be discovered and 

combined automatically to create virtual organizations(VOs). 

The descriptions constitute metadata and are typically 

represented using the technologies of the Semantic Web, such 

as the Resource Description Framework (RDF). 

Like the Semantic Web, the semantic grid can be defined 

as "an extension of the current grid in which information and 

services are given well-defined meaning, better enabling 

computers and people to work in cooperation."  

This notion of the semantic grid was first articulated in the 

context of e-Science, observing that such an approach is 

necessary to achieve a high degree of easy-to-use and 

seamless automation, enabling flexible collaborations and 

computations on a global scale. 

The use of semantic web and other knowledge 

technologies in grid applications are sometimes described as 

the knowledge grid. Semantic grid extends this by also 

applying these technologies within the grid middleware. 

Some semantic grid activities are coordinated through the 

Semantic Grid Research Group of the Global Grid Forum. 

 

 

H. Utility Computing 

Conventional Internet hosting services have the capability 

to quickly arrange for the rental of individual servers, for 

example to provision a bank of web servers to accommodate a 

sudden surge in traffic to a web site. 

―Utility computing‖ usually envisions some form of 

virtualization so that the amount of storage or computing 

power available is considerably larger than that of a single 

time-sharing computer. Multiple servers are used on the ―back 

end‖ to make this possible. These might be a dedicated 

computer cluster specifically built for the purpose of being 

rented out, or even an under-utilized supercomputer. The 

technique of running a single calculation on multiple 

computers is known as distributed computing. 

Grid computing and utility computing, though sharing 

several attributes with cloud computing, are merely subsets of 

the latter. They may also be considered as implementations of 

cloud computing, rather than being different names for the 

same technology. 

It is noteworthy that the nomenclature of both grid and 

utility computing is derived from the electricity system. The 

first term originated from Ian Foster‘s and Carl 

Kesselman‘s seminal work, ―The Grid: Blueprint for a new 

computing infrastructure‖ (2004), as a metaphor for making 

computer power as easy to access as an electric power grid. 

―Utility computing‖ originates from the process of making IT 

infrastructure and resources available as a metered service 

similar to a traditional public utility like electricity. 

Although both grid computing and utility computing were 

precursors to cloud computing, nowadays they can be 

considered as implementations of the latter (but not always, as 

I‘ve explained later). For cloud computing does everything 

grid computing and utility computing do, and much more. For 

example, cloud computing is not restricted to specific 

networks, but is accessible through the biggest network of 

them all – the Internet. Also, virtualization of resources and its 

consequent advantages of scalability and reliability are much 

more pronounced in cloud computing. 

Note that utility computing can be implemented without 

cloud computing. Consider a supercomputer that rents out 

processing time to multiple clients. This is an example of 

utility computing as users pay for resources used. However, 

with only one location and no virtualization of resources, it 

cannot be called cloud computing. At the same time, grid 

computing may always be considered a weaker form of cloud 

computing as there‘s always some virtualization involved. 

However, chances of a grid failing due to failure of a single 

location that may be considered more important than the 

others is a distinct possibility, unlike cloud computing where 

redundancy makes such situations manageable. 

In short, it can be said that grid computing is a weaker 

form of cloud computing, bereft of many of the benefits that 
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the latter can provide. As for utility computing, it may be 

considered more of a business model than a specific 

technology. Although cloud computing supports utility 

computing, not all utility computing is based on the cloud. 

I. Cluster Computing 

 

A computer cluster is a group of linked computers, working 

together closely so that in many respects they form a single 

computer. The components of a cluster are commonly, but not 

always, connected to each other through fast local area 

networks. Clusters are usually deployed to improve 

performance and/or availability over that provided by a single 

computer, while typically being much more cost-effective than 

single computers of comparable speed or availability.  

J. Metacomputing 

Metacomputing is all computing and computing-oriented 

activity which involves computing knowledge (science and 

technology) utilized for the research, development and 

application of different types of computing. It may also deal 

with numerous types of computing applications, such as: 

industry, business, management and human-related 

management. New emerging fields of metacomputing focus on 

the methodological and technological aspects of the 

development of large computer networks/grids, such as 

the Internet, intranet and other territorially distributed 

computer networks for special purposes.  

UsesMetacomputing in various fields: 

1) In computer science 

Metacomputing, as a computing of computing, includes: 

the organization of large computer networks, choice of the 

design criteria (for example: peer-to-peer or centralized 

solution) and metacomputing software 

(middleware, metaprogramming) development where, in the 

specific domains, the concept metacomputing is used as a 

description of software meta-layers which are networked 

platforms for the development of user-oriented calculations, 

for example for computational physics and bio-informatics. 

Here, serious scientific problems 

of systems/networks complexity emerge, not only related to 

domain-dependent complexities but focused 

on systemic meta-complexity of computer network 

infrastructures. 

Metacomputing is also a useful descriptor for self-

referential programming systems. Often these systems are 

functional as fifth-generation computer languages which 

require the use of an underlying metaprocessor software 

operating system in order to be operative. Typically 

metacomputing occurs in an interpreted or real-time compiling 

system since the changing nature of information in processing 

results may result in an unpredictable compute state 

throughout the existence of the metacomputer (the information 

state operated upon by the metacomputing platform). 

2) In socio-cognitive engineering 

From the human and social perspectives, metacomputing is 

especially focused on: human-computer software, cognitive 

interrelations/interfaces, the possibilities of the development 

of intelligent computer grids for the cooperation of human 

organizations, and on ubiquitous computing technologies. In 

particular, it relates to the development of software 

infrastructures for the computational modeling and simulation 

of cognitive architectures for various decision support 

systems. 

3) In systemics and from philosophical perspective 

Metacomputing refers to the general problems 

of computationality of human knowledge, to the limits of the 

transformation of human knowledge and individual thinking to 

the form of computer programs. These and similar questions 

are also of interest of mathematical psychology. 

K. Edge computing  

Edge computing is a method of optimizing cloud 

computing systems by performing data processing at the edge 

of the network, near the source of the data. This reduces the 

communications bandwidth needed between sensors and the 

central datacenter by performing analytics and knowledge 

generation at or near the source of the data. This approach 

requires leveraging resources that may not be continuously 

connected to a network such as laptops, smartphones, tablets 

and sensors. Edge Computing covers a wide range of 

technologies including wireless sensor networks, mobile data 

acquisition, mobile signature analysis, cooperative 

distributed peer-to-peer ad hoc networking and processing also 

classifiable as local cloud/fog computing and grid/mesh 

computing, dew computing, mobile edge 

computing, cloudlet, distributed data storage and retrieval, 

autonomic self-healing networks, remote cloud 

services, augmented reality, and more. 

Edge computing pushes applications, data and computing 

power (services) away from centralized points to the logical 

extremes of a network. Edge computing replicates fragments 

of information across distributed networks of web servers, 

which may spread over a vast area. As a technological 

paradigm, edge computing is also referred toas mesh 

computing, peer-to-peer computing, autonomic (self-healing) 

computing, grid computing, and by other names implying non-

centralized, nodeless availability. 

To ensure acceptable performance of widely dispersed 

distributed services, large organizations typically implement 

edge computing by deploying Web server 

farms with clustering. Previously available only to very large 

corporate and government organizations, edge computing has 

utilized technology advances and cost reductions for large-

scale implementations have made the technology available 

to small and medium-sized businesses. The target end-user is 

any Internet client making use of commercial 

Internet application services. 

Edge computing imposes certain limitations on the choices 

of technology platforms, applications or services, all of which 

need to be specifically developed or configured for edge 

computing. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_area_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_area_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_area_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_networks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grid_computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intranet
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Edge computing has many advantages: 

1. Edge application services significantly decrease the 

volumes of data that must be moved, the consequent 

traffic, and the distance the data must travel, thereby 

reducing transmission costs, shrinking latency, and 

improving quality of service (QoS). 

2. Edge computing eliminates, or at least de-

emphasizes, the core computing environment, 

limiting or removing a major bottleneck and a 

potential point of failure. 

3. Security improves as encrypted data moves further in, 

toward the network core. As it approaches the 

enterprise, data is checked as it passes through 

protected firewalls and other security points, where 

viruses, compromised data, and active hackers can 

be caught early on. 

4. The ability to "virtualize" (i.e., logically group CPU 

capabilities on an as-needed, real-time basis) 

extends scalability. The edge-computing market 

generally operates basically on a "charge for network 

services" model, and it could be argued
]
 that typical 

customers for edge services are organizations 

desiring linear scale of business application 

performance to the growth of, e.g., a subscriber base. 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Computing is the process of utilizing computer technology 
to complete a task.In this age of information overload, 
technologies that can just solve problems through steps and 
procedures are no longer adequate. There is a demand to 
detect complex patterns, trends, understand nuances in human 
language and to automatically solve problems. So for this, a 
number of technologies have been developed so far and some 
are still under development.  In this paper, a number 
computing techniques have been explored which are 
furthering the frontiers of computing technology like 
Cognitive computing, Autonomic computing, Green 
computing, Mobile and Ubiquitous Computing, Cloud 
Computing, Grid Computing, Utility Computing, Cluster 
Computing, Metacomputing, Edge computing. Further 
research can be carried out in these technologies and a 
comparison chart can be prepared. 
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